Consider the flow schematically illustrated in Figure 1 i;(x,0)=-Y- [7] For the integral in Equation [6] Cauchy's principal value must be taken. This is true for all improper integrals appearing in the present analysis despite the omission of specific symbolism to that effect.
The mixed boundary conditions on the a;-axis will be satisfied if m{x)=2U,^^{x) -c<x<0 [8] where Equation [8] has already been incorporated in Equation [9] , which is an integral equation
for the remaining unknown part of the source distribution. The problem may then be reformulated: To find m(x) such that dVo fl mlx')dx' r°T J^^^^dx' and {\7iix')dx'=-C 2a^(x')dx'=-2U,y(0) 
U.^dt dx' + a [11] To satisfy the juncture condition it is necessary that the term in brackets in Equation [11] vanish at a; = 0, i. [6] and [11] , using Equations [31] and [34] The exact result for the drag coefficient is plotted in Figure 5 together with the linearized result, Equation [26] . The linearized theory result for the finite cavity length, Equation [27] , is shown in Figure 6 together with the result, as calculated by Plesset and ' s -x {x -y) and let R denote "the real part of". Then
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